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Landlord Mobs of Ala. Attack Croppers, Fighting Starvation

MINERS' CONFERENCE LAYS PLANS FOR NATION-WIDE STRUGGLE
To Spread Strikes In Kentucky, W. Virginia

Marching Miners Force Relief In Henryetta, Okla.

London Meet Plans War on Soviet Union

Deputies Murder One, 6 Wounded, 4 "Missing"

Croppers Union Fighting Against Cutting Off Food, For Cash Settlement at Picking

L. D. To Defend 35 Croppers Held in Dadeville Jail

A LETTER FROM DAVEVILLE

By a Farmer Correspondent

Poor White Farmers Join Fight

To the editors of the Southern Worker:

The campagna in the South, which is extending over the entire country, is beginning to show some results. The Southern Worker is now being read by a large number of workers and farmers in the South.

The campaign is being conducted by the Negroes, who are organizing the workers in the South and serving as a model for the workers in other parts of the country.

The Southern Worker is published weekly by the Communist Party of the United States of America.
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A letter from a worker in Dadeville, Ala., where the campagna is being conducted by the Southern Worker, is published in this issue.
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The letter is repro
National Miners’ Conference

Prepared Aug. 1st
In Charlotte

Charlotte, N. C. - The United Miners’ Conference to meet during August 1st demonstration was attended by representatives from all parts of the country, and numerous organizations from other states. The delegates came from different areas, representing various coal companies and mining districts.

The conference was held in the Charlotte Armoury, where representatives from the National Miners’ Union met to discuss the conditions of their members and to plan strategies for improving their working conditions.

Spreading the Strike

The delegates were strengthened by the support of local unions who had already begun spreading the strike among coal miners. The strike had started in several mining towns, and the delegates were inspired by the spirit of solidarity among miners.

Mill Thugs Beat Greenvile Worker

Greenville, N. C. - Last April, the local Miners’ Union held a meeting to discuss the conditions of their members and to plan strategies for improving their working conditions. The union decided to organize a strike to demand better wages and working conditions.

The union also decided to take legal action against the mill owners who had been interfering with the strike. The union hired a lawyer to represent the interests of the miners.

500 At Charlotte
Scottsboro Meet

Charlotte, N. C. - An open meeting to demand the release of the Scottsboro Boys was held in Charlotte. The meeting was attended by representatives from various organizations, including the National Miners’ Union.

The meeting was a success, with hundreds of people attending and supporting the cause. The delegates were determined to see justice done for the Scottsboro Boys.

Death Penalty for Murderer of Ralph Gray!

Release Tallapoosa Crockers!

The news of the death penalty for the murder of Ralph Gray shocked the nation. The Tallapoosa Crockers were released from prison after being cleared of all charges.
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FROM THE MILLS, MINES AND THE FARMS

Miners Begging For More Papers Help Send Them

By a Reporter Correspondent, Winston-Salem, N.C.

I was told it was the Southern Worker who told me that the miners were not being paid for their work. The miners were told that they would have to wait until the Southern Worker was published to receive their pay. The miners were told that they would have to wait until the Southern Worker was published to receive their pay.

SOUTHERN WORKER

The Southern Worker is a weekly newspaper published in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. It is published by the Southern Miners' Association and is read by thousands of miners across the South. It covers news and events affecting the lives of miners and their families. The Southern Worker is an important source of information and a voice for the miners, helping them to organize and fight for their rights.

Chatta. Cuts Off Workers, Wages

By a Reporter Correspondent, Friday, Jan. 14

Workers at the Chatta mine in Tennessee have been struck for three weeks. They are demanding higher wages and better working conditions. The mine is owned by the Chatta Coal Company, which is one of the largest coal mining companies in the state. The workers have been picketing in front of the mine for over a week, and the company has refused to negotiate. The workers are determined to fight for their rights and are willing to continue their strike until they get a fair settlement.

Pants or Food — One or Other for Farmers

By a Reporter Correspondent, Thursday, Jan. 13

In the state of Tennessee, there are thousands of farmers who are struggling to make ends meet. Many of them are forced to choose between buying food or buying pants. This is a daily struggle for them, and it is getting worse with each passing day. The farmers are desperate for help, and they are calling on the government to do something to help them.

PLAN PEONAGE CHILD FARM IN AUSTIN, TEX.

By a Reporter Correspondent, Austin, Tex.

A group of women are planning to open a peonage child farm in Austin, Texas. They are trying to raise money to buy the land and build the farm. The idea is to provide a place where children can be safe and away from the abuse and neglect they face in their homes. The women are working hard to make this dream a reality, and they are hoping to attract more support from the community.

Wage Cut Half

By a Reporter Correspondent, Winston-Salem, N.C.

Workers at the Winston-Salem plant of the Southern Textile Company have been informed that their wages will be cut in half. This comes as a shock to the workers, who are already struggling to make ends meet. The company has said that the decision was made due to the current economic situation. The workers are protesting the wage cut and are demanding better working conditions.

GREENVILLE LAW FRAMES WORKER

By a Reporter Correspondent, Thursday, Jan. 13

A worker at the Greenville plant of the Southern Textile Company has been charged with a crime. The worker was arrested for tampering with machinery. The company is offering a reward for information leading to the arrest of the worker. The worker is said to be a troublemaker and has been causing problems for the company.

Let's Fight Starvation Instead of for Bosses

By a Reporter Correspondent, Thursday, Jan. 13

Workers in the state of Tennessee are calling on the government to do something to help them. They are tired of working long hours for low wages, and they want more control over their lives. They are calling on the government to take action and make sure that workers are treated fairly.

DEMONSTRATE AUGUST 11 AGAINST BLACK WAR, FOR PENCE OF THE SOVIET UNION, FOR SCOTTSTON BOYS, FOR JOBLESS RELIEF AND INSURANCE, AGAINST WAGE-CUTS AND SPEED-UP, FOR THE STRIKING MINERS AND TEXTILE WORKERS!

By a Reporter Correspondent, Thursday, Jan. 13

Workers in the state of Tennessee are calling on the government to do something to help them. They are tired of working long hours for low wages, and they want more control over their lives. They are calling on the government to take action and make sure that workers are treated fairly.
White and Negro, Fight Starvation on Farms!

A bloody, racial battle by the Negro tenants and their families at Tallapoosa and Lee counties, Alabama, against the Negro cropper has been carried out in an effort to smash the cropper system. With the accuracy of a bomb, Negro tenant families have been thrown out of their homes in large numbers, with their crop destroyed. The croppers have seized the landowner's cattle and horses to sell, or to enslave or starve the Negro tenant. A Negro tenant named James H. was shot and killed by the cropper, and his family was thrown out of their home. The croppers have seized the landowner's cattle and horses to sell, or to enslave or starve the Negro tenant.

This was their answer to the demands of the stirring croppers. For food. These farmers, among Negroes, are a number of white crops and poor, and they have been told that they must either become croppers or go hungry. The croppers have seized the landowner's cattle and horses to sell, or to enslave or starve the Negro tenant. A Negro tenant named James H. was shot and killed by the cropper, and his family was thrown out of their home. The croppers have seized the landowner's cattle and horses to sell, or to enslave or starve the Negro tenant.

The croppers used all their threats. They told the farmers they were not going to say anything against the selling of the crops. They threatened the farmers with violence if they did not do what they were told. They threatened to burn down the farmers' homes if they did not agree to become croppers. The croppers have seized the landowner's cattle and horses to sell, or to enslave or starve the Negro tenant. A Negro tenant named James H. was shot and killed by the cropper, and his family was thrown out of their home. The croppers have seized the landowner's cattle and horses to sell, or to enslave or starve the Negro tenant.

The landowners also foreclosed their mortgages. They threatened the farmers with violence if they did not do what they were told. They threatened to burn down the farmers' homes if they did not agree to become croppers. The croppers have seized the landowner's cattle and horses to sell, or to enslave or starve the Negro tenant. A Negro tenant named James H. was shot and killed by the cropper, and his family was thrown out of their home. The croppers have seized the landowner's cattle and horses to sell, or to enslave or starve the Negro tenant.

The croppers also threatened the farmers with violence if they did not do what they were told. They threatened to burn down the farmers' homes if they did not agree to become croppers. The croppers have seized the landowner's cattle and horses to sell, or to enslave or starve the Negro tenant. A Negro tenant named James H. was shot and killed by the cropper, and his family was thrown out of their home. The croppers have seized the landowner's cattle and horses to sell, or to enslave or starve the Negro tenant.

The croppers also threatened the farmers with violence if they did not do what they were told. They threatened to burn down the farmers' homes if they did not agree to become croppers. The croppers have seized the landowner's cattle and horses to sell, or to enslave or starve the Negro tenant. A Negro tenant named James H. was shot and killed by the cropper, and his family was thrown out of their home. The croppers have seized the landowner's cattle and horses to sell, or to enslave or starve the Negro tenant.